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A quick question
1. Do you use any AI tools in your classroom?
2. Why do you use them?
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Overview

• Introduction

• The role of AI tools in education

• Challenges and solutions

• Integrating AI tools into teaching practice
 ERNIE Bot 
 ElevenLabs
 ClassPoint

• Conclusion
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image from: https://datasci101.com/what-are-llms-part-1/
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THE RISE OF CHATBOTS



The Role of 
AI Tools in 
Education
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For teachers

• alleviate pressures & streamline workload [1]
• improve administrative efficiency, instruction quality & the 

overall student learning experience [2]
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For students

• a catalyst for self-directed learning 
• facilitate personalized & adaptive learning
• better academic performance
• improve teacher-student rapport 
• foster student engagement and collaboration 

see [2][3][4][5][6]
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Challenges 
and Solutions
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Digital disparity
• Challenge: unequal access to technology 
• Solution: essential utilities + informed stewardship 

Digital literacy
• Challenge:  AI literacy
• Solution: comprehensive knowledge + a diverse skill set

AI Misuse
• Challenge: over-reliance on AI  
• Solution: a set of ethical guidelines 
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Integrating AI 
Tools into 
Teaching Practice
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Scenario 1. Making crossword puzzle wordlists
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Purpose:
• expand vocab range
• improve spelling skills
• increase knowledge base 
• strengthen social bonds



Scenario 1. Making crossword puzzle wordlists

Need:

Procedure:
• 1. Select vocab
• 2. Create wordlist: word + part of speech + definition
• 3. Enter & Run 
• 4. Double-check
• 5. Print worksheet & answer key
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https://puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com/criss-cross

AI tool
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Prompt: Here is a list of words: [insert the vocab]. First, show the part of speech of each 
word in the bracket (); and then give definitions of the words for students at CEFR [insert 
students’ language proficiency]  level.

ERNIE Bot
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Scenario 2: Facilitating language immersion

Purpose: 
• create more language input
• expand skills (phonological awareness) 
• expose to new words and grammar 
• increase students' interest in reading and listening
• support language development



• A psychologist named Dr. Smith was a perfectionist in all his work. He
always followed a rational approach and believed that human behavior
was not nonsense, but was driven by affects, tricks, and regrets.

• Dr. Smith conducted an experiment to test his theory. He created a
strict schedule for a group of people and offered them a reward if they
followed it for a week. The schedule included all the usual daily
routines, such as waking up, eating, and sleeping.

• Some people craved the routine because it gave them a sense of
purpose and structure. However, others felt trapped by the strict
schedule and found it difficult to stick to it. At the end of the week,
some people felt regret for not following the schedule well, while
others blamed Dr. Smith for creating such a difficult schedule.

• Dr. Smith filtered through the data and realized that people's reactions
were very different. Some people thrived on routine and structure,
while others needed more flexibility and variety in their lives. This
experiment helped him understand that human behavior is complex
and that people need to find the right balance for themselves.

Prepare your text
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Adam, Am

Daniel, Bri

Santa Claus


70.05943
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Purpose: 

• Creative expression

• Brainstorming

• Vocabulary building

• Idea association

• Warm-ups

• Icebreakers

• Feelings check-ins

Scenario 3: Boosting interactivity with Word Clouds 



Benefits:

• Create excitement

• Engage Ss with the lesson

• Connect to the material

• Visually demonstrates concepts

• Provide Ts with quick info








Wrap up

• ERNIE Bot–Streamlining educational tasks with Large Language
Models

• ElevenLabs–Facilitating language immersion by Text-to-Speech
Innovation

• ClassPoint–Enhancing interaction via Classroom Response Systems
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Conclusion
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image from: https://lifebeyondnumbers.com/prompt-engineering-ai/

• Embrace
• Explore 
• Evaluate
• Enjoy



image source: https://depositphotos.com/
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